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CHAPTER 1 – Introduction

The City-zen European project is focused on innovations and energy performances of buildings,
through in particular refurbishment programs. But these buildings are not empty : inhabitants are
living there and no project can really be successful without them.
That is why the City-zen’s task about citizens empowerment (WP8T5) placed inhabitants at the center
of projects, to make them actors of works and experiments, taking into consideration their usage
expertise. So ALEC promoted, by workshops for inhabitants in particular, their understanding (of
issues, mechanisms, technologies, work…), their participation (through workshops, exchanges…), and
their evaluation (of workshops, work…).
This approach is necessary to garantee the success of projects and sustainable behavior changes, but
also to help the inhabitants to improve their skills in energy topics and to handle new building
equipments. To accompany inhabitants, this is also necessary to accompany social landlords, who are
in direct contact with people living in social buildings renovated, sometimes in complicated social
situations.
The WP8T5 objective was to sensibilize about energy, to transmit information and to collect it back by
creating meeting and sharing moments and tools. It is important to understand fears and obstacles for
behavior changing and decision taking, to modify support programs, give a feedback to concerned
people and to reassure.
Different animation formats tested as part of City-zen project are detailed in this deliverable : they
were intended for social housing tenants, co-owners and houses owners.
Physical animations are not the only way to empower end-users so this deliverable will also describe
how digital and technical tools can be used to help inhabitants take decision and action. Two website
projects will be presented : Metro Energies and Thermix will be presented, as well as a school
monitoring project, designed to raise schoolchildren' awareness about energy saving issues
Finally, this report will detail the communication tools produced, in particular those used to announce
events.

DELIVERABLE D8.6 | PU public
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CHAPTER 2 – Increase the participation of
inhabitants in renovation processes

To fully include inhabitants in refurbishment projetcs, several animation formats have been tested
before, during and after work.
They concern :
• Social housing
• Co-ownerships
• Private homeowners

2.1.

IN SOCIAL HOUSING

In social housing sector, ALEC accompanied inhabitants and landlords concerned by refurbishment
operations as part of City-zen (cf deliverable 6.2) :
- Grenoble Habitat : Nursery and Clement Bayard operations
- Actis : the refurbishment of Mistral towers
- Pluralis : the operation at Jean Perrot avenue, 114th (Grivolay).
2.1.1. Before work

As the context was very different for each operation, actions were diverse.
® Grenoble Habitat : the Clement Bayard operation
The ALEC organized a pre-work workshop for the Clement Bayard inhabitants, on 13 September
2017. Fifteen participants were present, for fifty-two appartments.
The objective was to give residents a clear understanding of the renovation work that was about to
begin.
Ø To know more about the method : cf deliverable 8.7
Participants could express their agreement or disagreement with the project, their fears, needs or
wishes, to a landlord representant.
Afterwards they attended a summary presentation on actual energy characteristics of the building,
then a presentation of the refurbishment project, with the planning and a picture of the future
building. They could ask all questions they
wanted to.
Inhabitants could express their concerns
about the work, in particular the strong
fear of vandalism and express their
priorities : maintenance and security.

Figure 1 - Pre-work workshop for
Clement Bayard inhabitants
DELIVERABLE D8.6 | PU public
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® Grenoble Habitat : the Nursery operation
For the Nursery, a same kind of workshop was planned, but it was cancelled by the landlord.
They were indeed only few inhabitants in the building (five appartments) and they would not
have come, according to the person in charge of the operation at the moment. Moreover,
residents of this building speak poor French, which makes it difficult to conduct a workshop
in good conditions.
® Actis : renovation of Mistral towers
An agency specialized in relationship with inhabitants during work was already active in the
three towers. They created a group of referent tenants that they regularly met with to
present work, planning and answer questions. ALEC participated in these meetings to give its
view of energetical performance.
ALEC also participated in a visit-meeting with these referent inhabitants on a finished
refurbishment operation. They could exchange about the work period and see the result of a
performant renovation (ten participants).
Figure 2 - Visit of an efficient rehabilitation completed
with Mistral inhabitants

® Pluralis : refurbishment of the 114, Jean Perrot av.
Inhabitants were not present during work time and very few of those who lived in the building before
renovation moved back after the works were completed.

DELIVERABLE D8.6 | PU public
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2.1.2. During the work

We considered this period very unfavorable to exchanges with inhabitants. Indeed, they had to deal
with nuisances related to the renovation and were not in the mood to change their habits.
Nevertheless, we responded to the demand of the Actis operation manager who noticed that at this
point a lot of misunderstanding and complaints about the heating and then the summer comfort
were made.
Two workshops were proposed, at the end of the afternoon, in the model dwelling available in the
building :
- A practical workshop on energy (cf deliverable 8.7)
- A workshop about thermal comfort during summer
® Practical workshop on energy
During this workshop, attended by ten people in march 2018, inhabitants could express their opinion
on renovation work, their expectations and the experienced inconveniences. ALEC gave clarification
on the future gain of comfort for the inhabitants, in particular on warmth, drafts and humidity.
Then ALEC explain how a thermostatic tap (new equipment in the apartments) works and its impact
on the room temperature.
Figure 3 – Explanations
about how works a
thermostatic tap

Eco-gestures were the main topic of the second part of the workshop. Participants discussed energy
and water saving.
They then did experiments on the electricity consumption of different kinds of ampoules of a TV on
standby, and the water consumption of a tap equipped with a foamer.
Figure 4 – Electricity
consumption of different
kinds of bulbs

DELIVERABLE D8.6 | PU public
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® Workshop Summer Comfort
The workshop about thermal comfort during the summer was organized in june 2018. Four
inhabitants participated.
The workshop’s objective was to share advice to keep an apartment comfortable during periods of
high heat, by acting on three parameters : the dwelling temperature, the humidity and the feeling of
freshness.
Participants situated their dwelling on a map to visualize the sun’s trajectory in order to know when
to close the shutters. ALEC also showed a tab summarizing heat sources in an apartment : oven,
computer, dryer…
2.1.3. After work

® Actis : renovation of Mistral towers
To answer inhabitants concerns, ALEC handled a meeting at the buildings’ entrance, just after the
completion of the renovation. Indeed, the heating period was not ended and a lot of residents
complained about their heating equipment being cold.
Organized in the morning, between 10 and 12 AM, this format of animation allowed to explain to
about fifteen people how a thermostatic valve works. A thermometer was offered to inhabitants so
they could measure whether the temperature of their dwelling was correct (20° C) themselves.
At the same time, the person in charge of social managing for the landlord was present to take notes
of inhabitants complaints concerning works.
Figure 5 – Meeting of
inhabitants at the
bottom of a tower in
Mistral

When the work was finished, ALEC participated in two inauguration times organized by ACTIS.
Only the inhabitants were invited to the first one : no speeches were planned and the elected
representatives were not present. ALEC handled a stand to encourage residents to give their opinion
about works by a little anonymous questionnaire.
The five questions were :
• Is your apartment more comfortable?
• Do you think that your building is more beautiful?
• Did you experience nuisances during the works period?
• Do you think that your neighborhood is more pleasant?
• Are you interested in a workshop “Summer comfort : how to keep your dwelling fresh”?

DELIVERABLE D8.6 | PU public
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Remarks made by inhabitants were transmitted to the respective social housing landlord. It
concerned : heating problems (insufficient temperature, noise, draughts), finishing touch (shutters,
stairs floor, water infiltrations)…
Residents present at the inauguration could stick a sticker to give their level of agreement to the
assertion : “Works in Mistral, it was necessary”. Ten people totally agreed or agreed, two strongly
disagreed.
The second inauguration event was more official, with representatives of Grenoble municipality and
Grenoble metropolis, and inhabitants. ALEC tried a new stand format, more entertaining. Several
objects were placed on a table and the visitors had to find out how to use them to save water or
energy. For example : a foamer to place a tap in, a multi-socket with a switch to turn of the TV and
Internet boxes, socks to put on your feet before increasing heating, curtains to close to save
warmth…
Young people were involved by a quiz : the ALEC’s facilitator asked some questions about energy and
they had to answer… They got caught up in the game !
Figure 6 – Game on
energy with young
inhabitants of Mistral
towers.

® Pluralis : refurbishment of the 114, Jean Perrot av.
A meeting at the bottom of the building, to talk with inhabitants about eco-gestures, renovation and
new equipments, was proposed by ALEC, but the social landlord, Pluralis, declined the proposal.
® Grenoble Habitat : the Nursery operation
Works in Clement Bayard building ended after the summer of 2019. On the request of the social
landlord, Grenoble Habitat, ALEC created a booklet for the inhabitants.
This booklet :
- explains the work plan, in general (costs, actors…) and in details (isolation, new hot water
system, new heating system…)
- reminds how tenders had been accompanied before, during and after works
- gives some advice to save water and energy, and to keep a dwelling fresh

DELIVERABLE D8.6 | PU public
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Figure 7 - Cover of the booklet for inhabitants

A meeting at the bottom of the building is planned in rough timeline to distribute this booklet and
talk about renovation works and new equipments.
® Focus Groups
To understand the consumption habits of the inhabitants, to know the eco-gestures they already
practice and the obstacles to the implementation of new ones, ALEC and the city of Grenoble have
organized focus groups in each district concerned by the renovation works (four in total, cf
deliverable 8.3).
This discussion was coupled with a workshop on household products and cosmetics to attract
participants.
Residents of the renovated buildings were invited each time. Posters announcing the event were
placed in the stairs and flyers were distributed in the mailboxes. Unfortunately, almost no residents
of the renovated buildings came, only two people from the Mistral towers.

2.2.

IN PRIVATE HOUSING

The issue with private dwellings is different from the previous one : the objective is here to
encourage owners to start renovation work.
For condominiums and for individual houses, Grenoble Metropolis sustains help programs :
MurIMur2 co-ownership and MurIMur2 Individual houses.
2.2.1. Increasing participation of co-owners

® Participative workshops in MurIMur2 process
The participation to the MurIMur program is often the decision of several building’s co-owners,
members of the condominium council.
In order to quickly involve other co-owners and to help them in their decision to proceed or not to a
thermal refurbishment, a participative workshop has been implemented early in the process. The
DELIVERABLE D8.6 | PU public
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idea is to allow co-owners to discuss about prioritizing works for their building and to plan for the
next ten years (cf deliverable 8.7).
Eight workshops have been organized, involving 233 participants.
Figure 8 – Workshop with Manival residence owners, in
Meylan.

The difficulty is to add a meeting
to the MurIMur process –
several co-ownerships refused
this optional meeting – so a
reflection is in progress within
the ALEC to add participation all
along the process, by different
ways (expression panels in
entrance halls, creation of a
Mur|Mur
community,
questionnaire online… )

® Peer mobilisation
To inform co-owners who may be tempted to join the MurIMur 2 program, ALEC has organised "peer
mobilisation" events. The idea is to get them to meet other co-owners at different levels of progress :
during the work and, if possible, after the work is completed.
These events take place in two stages:
- A meeting where co-owners already involved in the program talk about their experience : the
gains in comfort, costs and financial support… without masking difficulties, whether it is the
nuisance of the work or problems of communication with the workers.
The more honest and realistic explanations, the stronger the arguments in favour of
renovation.
- A site visit during which the participants explore a condominium, with one part completed
and another part still under construction, in order to discover the different stages.
ALEC organized three « peer mobilisation » events in 2018 and 2019 : in Saint-Egrève (thirty-six
participants), in Fontaine (about ten participants) and in Grenoble, in Gallieni neighborhood (thirteen
participants).
Figure 9 – Visit of a
partially renovated
building during a peer
mobilisation event

DELIVERABLE D8.6 | PU public
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These visits are very instructive for participants who could ask their questions to trusted people, with
the same concerns as them. ALEC acted as a trustfull third party. Building managers and technical
engineers are participating and can answer all questions.
However, organization of these events is not easy. It is required to find co-owners ready to share
their experience, as well as one or more buildings in the neighborhood at different phases of the
work.
® Participative workshop for Castel’O and Castel’R inhabitants
Castel’O and Castel’R are two high-performance buildings built in 2016 : Castel’O has twenty-two
apartments, Castel’R has seven participating dwellings.
In November 2016, ALEC organized a participative workshop for the inhabitants of these buildings.
The objective was to understand how the heating works and to visit the boiler room, to determine
what works and what doesn’t in these new dwellings and to identify answers or ways to solve
identified problems.
The workshop attracted seventeen residents, a representative of the developer, a design office and
the heating company.
During the workshop, inhabitants first worked in small groups on positive and negative points of their
dwellings, then their remarks were been displayed and discussed. Ideas for solutions were provided.
They also received technical explanations on the energy performance and operation of the heat
pump. They finally visited the boiler room.
Figure 10 - Visit of the boiler room with Castel'O and Castel'R inhabitants.

® Other participative times tested
Quiz during a meeting
In order to enhance participation to the first meeting with all co-owners in a playful way, ALEC tested
a sharing time with a remote control system, Power Vote.
This system, very easy to use, is directly connected with the Power Point presentation: questions can
be simple or multiple-choice and answers are displayed in live. The following questions were asked
after a small introduction :
DELIVERABLE D8.6 | PU public
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•

What work would you do as a priority ?
Figure 11 – Slide of the
Power Point
presentation with
participants answers to
the question : “What
works for the Licorne
building?”

•

How much are you willing to pay for the work, per month?
Figure 12 – Slide of the
Power Point
presentation with
participants answers to
the question : “What
acceptable monthly
payment ?”

•

Where does the heat escapes in the building ?
Figure 13 – Slide of the
Power Point
presentation with
participants answers to
the question : “Where
does the heat escape ?”

DELIVERABLE D8.6 | PU public
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This method of participation has proven to be very easy to set up and is quite fun. The feedback was
good, especially from the building manager, who found the co-owners very involved.
The use of this device does not lengthen the presentation while making it more interactive. However,
this is sometimes necessary to help some people to handle the tool, in particular old people.
This is a good option to add participation when there is not enough time or co-owners motivation to
organize a participative workshop.
Seminary « Renocopro »
Co-owners regularly report their difficulties at the different phases of a renovation project: to
mobilize the other co-owners, to select professionals, to monitor the work. That is why, in order to
co-produce tools that could be useful to them, ALEC organized a reflection workshop with co-owners
who have followed the "Rénocopro" course (Web course with workshops, organized by ALEC).
This workshop brought together thirteen volunteers, in addition to the three ALEC facilitators.
Participants were invited to work in groups of four or five, around three themes: "mobilizing coowners", "consultation/selection of a professional", "relations with the selected professional".
Figure 14 - Working group during a coowners workshop

After 20 minutes of working on one theme, they were working on the next one and so on. At the end
of the workshop, they were invited to vote for their favourite ideas so that ALEC would know how to
better support them.
Participants were generally very satisfied with the content and format of the workshop, which they
found rich and rhythmic.
Figure 15 - Coowners votes about best ideas to improve the support

DELIVERABLE D8.6 | PU public
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2.2.2. Animations toward individual houses owners

Four kinds of animations have been organized to encourage house owners to integrate the
Mur|Mur2 program and to execute renovations :
- stands at external events
- animations towards owners in cities
- animations in companies
- site visits
® Stands at external events
ALEC held a stand at four external events : a Renovation day in 2016, the Biennale of Transition Cities
in Grenoble and a real estate fair in 2017 and an Environment day in a company in 2018.
This kind of animation allows to reach many people but the level of information transmitted is low. It
is a first approach to introduce people to ALEC and give renovation or eco-gestures advices.
® Animations towards houses owners in cities
Six events were organized by ALEC, in partnership with municipalities, in different cities, to talk about
insulation, renovation, heating, etc., with varying degrees of success.
The first one, in 2016, attracted only a few participants : only five people.
But the next two ones (in 2018) were successfull : an animation in a neighborhood targeted for its old
and poorly insulated houses (twenty-six participants, about fifteen renovation projects), and an other
one during a general assembly of a subdivision (fifteen renovation projects started at this time).
Figure 16 – Presentation of
Mur|Mur2 program to
individual owners in
Echirolles, in February 2018.

Enthusiastic about this result, ALEC organized three other animations in autumn 2018 :
unfortunately, very few participants came (seven, five and six). We don’t have explanation for this
lack of success : maybe because the weather was still warm so owners didn’t have their mind
focused on isolation ?
In 2019, a new format of animation in cities was tested : a “Morning renovation advice” where
inhabitants could meet building professionals and Energy advisors. The first one was in Corenc and
ALEC could talk to about thirty people. The second one is planned in December 2019.
® Animations in companies
To inform about the Mur|Mur2 program and mobilize employees which own individual houses, ALEC
experimented different formats of animations in 2018 and 2019.
DELIVERABLE D8.6 | PU public
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•
•
•

For the CHU (University Hospital Center), a stand was installed near the cafeteria, in three
different sites of the hospital. A lot of general information was transmitted but no interesting
project have been initiated.
For Gaz et Electricité de Grenoble (GEG), a stand was installed during the lunch break in front
of the company restaurant. Only about ten people came with no interesting contact.
For the CEA (Atomic and Alternative Energies Center) and Schneider company, the format of
the animation was a conference about Mur|Mur, followed by first contact for people
interested by the accompaniment : almost 100 participants to the conference and sixty
contacts followed by appointments in the CEA, twenty-seven contacts with appointments in
Schneider.

Figure 17 - Conference about Mur|Mur at the CEA

® Site visites
ALEC organized eight site visits between 2017 and 2019 which attracted between ten to twenty-six
people. During these visits, participants could see renovation worksites to discuss about technics,
materials, choice of a professional, difficulties…

2.3.

FOR METRO ENERGIES USERS

The initial project was to support users of the Vivacité energy data platform, on the scale of the
Presqu’île. However, the platform project evolved during the City-zen programme to become the
metropolitan Metro-Energies platform (cf D 6.14) and has fallen behind due to necessary political
decision.
The support for Metro-Energies users has, therefore, been very limited, reduced to a session of two
workshops on energy sobriety (cf deliverable 8.10).
These participative workshops had three objectives : dialogue about different ways to decrease
energy and water consumptions of households, test different actions of consumptions reduction, and
connect and understand the Metro Energies website.
The first workshop was devoted to a discussion about possible manners to save energy and water,
the presentation of measurements tools and the discovery of Metro Energies.
During the second one, participants viewed the impact of eco gestures on Metro Energies and made
experiments about electricity consumption.

DELIVERABLE D8.6 | PU public
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An other workshops session was planned in La Tronche, but was cancelled due to lack of
registrations.
Figure 18 - Presentation of
mesurement tools during Metro
Energies workshop.
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CHAPTER 3 – Decision-making support

Empowering inhabitants means two things. Firstly, means increasing their participation during the
renovation process. Secondly, it also means giving them the power to take their own decisions by
improving their skills and to encourage them to take action.nIt is very satisfying for people interested
in saving energy and water to see impacts of small daily actions.
It is in this spirit that ALEC was involved in the creation of Metro Energies, a platform for consulting
its energy consumption data (cf deliverable 6.14). It is also with this purpose in mind that Hespul, an
association from Lyon specialized in energy efficiency, developed with ALEC and Grenoble
Metropolis, Thermix, an online tool to help inhabitants to compare more easily energy choices.

3.1.

METRO ENERGIES : A TOOL TO TAKE ACTION

3.1.1. Challenges and news

Métro Energies is a platform to consult its personal energy consumption data, but it is also a tool to
encourage citizens to take action, to move towards more energy sobriety.
Missions are thus proposed on the website with the following objective : all users of Metro Energies,
through small actions or large investments, should consume less energy. These incentives to action
include small actions such as lowering the temperature in the rooms and more important ones such
as changing the fridge or making an appointment with an Energy Advisor.
Missions have been conceived by ALEC, in partnership with Grenoble Metropolis and Green Alp.
® Missions organization
Each mission contains several actions, called challenges. These missions are classified by use: one on
thermal comfort, another on lighting, or on water consumption in the shower, on energy
consumption of the fridge…
Each mission is classified by its difficulty, cost and eco-balance sheet. An estimated time frame for
the completion of the mission is also indicated. It presents a title and a description sentence as
catchy as possible.
Figure 19 - Presentation of a mission in Metro Energies website
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Metro Energies users can thus filter the missions that interest them according to their difficulty, cost,
and ecobalance.
Figure 20 - Functionality to filter missions in Metro Energies website

® Missions design
On the missions home page, one mission is presented with a large image and a « I’m starting »
button.
Figure 21 - Zoom on a mission in Metro Energies website

Other missions are presented on the missions home page in blocks containing : a picture, a title, a
short presentation, the number of points to be won and the number of actions in the mission.
Figure 22 - Design of the mission presentation block
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Pictures are chosen to match the theme of the mission, but are also fun and usable in different
formats.
Challenges, inside missions, present a catchy title, a brief description, tricks and tips giving
instructions and a progress indicator.
In missions, as in actions, buttons allow to share on social media fora.
Figure 23 - Presentation of an action, in a Metro Energies mission

When users feel that they have made progress in performing the action, they can click on the “To
progress” button and determine themselves the percentage of completion of the action.
Figure 24 - Progress presentation for an action

® Gamification
To encourage Metro Energies users to take action, it has been decided to set up points : each
achievement of a challenge leads to a gain in a number of points depending on the difficulty of the
action.
These points are summed up to give a score. This score allows the user to pass levels, visualized on a
mountain drawing (we are in the Alps !). Thus, having 50 points corresponds to 476 meters : the
height of the Bastille, in Grenoble. 394 points is 3,842 meters, the height of the Aiguille du Midi.
As the performance of the actions is declarative, points do not give the right to a material reward.
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Figure 25 - Drawing of a mountain with the user's score

® Incoming evolvment
The whole Metro Energies website is currently going through a redesign process, before its
deployment throughout the metropolis. ALEC, Grenoble Alpes Métropole, Green Alp and ATOS are
currently under discussion to create a new Missions page, in particular to make it easier to use for
inhabitants.
® News
In addition to the missions, Metro Energies presents "news": current information related to energy
sobriety, or more broadly to the environment. Thus, Metropolitan services such as Metrosoleil can
be presented, the announcement of eco-conso workshops, work assistance devices, etc.
These news appear in two places on the site : on the home page, in a banner, and on the
consumption tracking page, in blocks.
Figure 26 - News in the consumption page (left) and in the homepage (right).

3.1.2. Use of Metro Energies in energy information consulting

Due to the delay in the deployment of the Metro Energies website, in particular the development of
self-creation of accounts, it was not possible to test the use of the platform as a tool for Energy Info
advisors.
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Nevertheless, ALEC wanted to anticipate the future use of the platform for energy consulting. So the
framework of this use during a first telephone conversation and then en appointment was created.
The first telephone conversation is the occasion to explain the platform and present its functions,
and eventually to help an individual to create an account. Then, an appointment is planned about
three weeks after this first conversation.
It can be useful that the mentee note particular events which could influe on energy consumptions: a
list of particular events can be transmitted.
During the appointment, the advisor :
• first logs into the user’s account and verifies that the necessary information has been
provided,
• encourages to complete data for manual counters,
• looks at the consumption curves during the year and month by month : the consumer gives
details about their way of life and some events which could have had an impact on the
consumption,
• adapts his advice about energy and isolation according to these details and the data
presented on the website,
• presents the Missions page, encouraging the user to start one,
• gives the inhabitant a to do list, prepared in advance and adapted according to the user's
priorities,
• reminds that the inhabitant can call ALEC to ask questions,
• may refer the person to another service, particularly if they wish to register in the Mur|Mur
2 program

3.2.

MONITORED SCHOOLS

As part of the Positive Energy Schools Challenge, Green Alp and ALEC, with the help of Neol society,
have equipped schools with a fine monitoring system (cf deliverable 8.9).
The initial idea was to test the data feedback on the Metro Energies website and to design interfaces
for teachers. Even if, given the evolution of the Metro Energies project, the data feedback to the
platform could not be tested, the ALEC was nevertheless able to :
- work with teachers on the value of classroom monitoring,
- propose interfaces for the future platform, adapted to the context of schools
This project involved a total of four schools during a three years period :
- first year : one school (three classrooms, collective equipments, water counter)
- second year : four schools (nine classrooms)
- third year : one school (three classrooms)
To understand the impact of simple gestures on energy consumption, children did weeks “with and
without efforts”. For example, during a certain week, pupils did not take care of lighting, leaving
lights on during absence times or when natural light would be sufficient. During another week, they
were, on the contrary careful, to turn off lights, possibly designating a child in charge of lights. Same
approach with electrical outlets.
Then, they could clearly see the impact of habits changes on graphs and therefore on energy
expenditure. This is very explicit in the schoolchildren challenge movie.
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3.3.

THERMIX : EMPOWERING INHABITANTS IN THEIR ENERGY CHOICES

3.3.1. Informing inhabitants about local energy policies

Grenoble Metro’s new policies include important improvements on energy issues: for example, an
obligation to use district heating for new and refurbished
buildings and a higher performance requirement for new
Figure 27. Areas of Grenoble
buildings.
Metro energy roadmap
Besides these obligations, the roadmap also recommends
specific types of energies depending on the location of the
project, according to the adjacent map:
- District heating in the center - obligation
- Condensing gas boilers and solar thermal panels –
recommendation
- Geothermal heat pumps - recommendation
- Wood furnaces or high efficiency heat pumps recommendation
Whether for obligations or recommendations, it was also
necessary to correctly inform the users about metro policies
that apply to their area on both objectives:
•
•

foster the energy renovations that follow the energy
roadmap,
help inhabitants to make the best choice for
themselves and the general interest (economic and
environmental aspects).

To tackle these challenges, Hespul developed, with the help of
ALEC, an online tool. Its objective : to help private house or
flat owners (and any inhabitants) to allow them to compare
more easily energy choices and guide them towards projects
that are consistent with the local energy roadmap.
The tool allows the users to print a 4 page PDF report which contains recommendations and advice
from the Metro, and :
•
•
•

information about their situation regarding the roadmap (connection to heat network,
presence of geothermal resource etc),
useful contacts and numbers of energy services, including contact of ALEC advisors,
how to go further, with for example a link to Metrosoleil (PV and solar thermal production
simulation), etc.

The tool will be freely accessible on the Internet and run on any web browser and with any device
(computer, tablet, phone etc.).
Among others, Grenoble Metro display links on their website where people can select their exact
location so that the software accurately uses data corresponding to their area (local energy
roadmap).
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3.3.2. End users oriented economic hypothesis

As for any economic calculations, results very much depending on the methodology and the
hypothesis that are chosen for the tool. While current energy economic models and tools have been
designed for professionals of the public or private sector, here the main idea here was to inform end
users and protect them against choices that could be disadvantageous for them in the long term.
The methodology is based on an overall cost estimation, that is calculated by adding the following
items of expenditures:
OPEX
•
•

Energy bill for the next 20 years, taking into account the energy price
increase
Maintenance costs

CAPEX
• Financial provisions for big reparations (for collective housing only)
• Investment

As a result, end-users will be able to evaluate the OPEX (which is generally very hard to evaluate)
besides the CAPEX. Thus they can see the value of profitable systems in the longer term.
By default, the price of energies used on the site is that of Grenoble Metro energy roadmap. The user
is free to set them to any other value though. Information is also given about the past evolution of
energy prices (that are different from values taken for the future in the calculations).
Other hypotheses tend to be protective for end users : for example, the discount rate was set to zero
not to minimise the importance of future economic flows of the future (payments of bills and
maintenance costs) and avoid short-term thinking. Discount rate are indeed a useful tool for
professional players wanting to evaluate the profitability of projects but do not suit private
household financial calculations well.
3.3.3. User-friendly interface and decision-making oriented design

In economic and environmental decision-making, the way information is presented plays an
important role on how it will be treated.
In this case, a clear comparision of economic cost and environmental aspects between several
solutions was required. We worked carefully on data representation and user interface, obtaining the
following results:
• The very first information displayed on the result page consists of a smiley and a simple text
containing information about the main result of the simulation. The better the solution in
economic and environmental terms is, the happier the smiley is.
Figure 28 - Thermix smiley with the result of the simulation
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•

Display of the evolution of the values of energy prices over the past 15 years : oil, gas,
wood…

Figure 29. Display of the
evolution of energy prices
over the past 15 years

•

Display the breakdown of the overall cost of each solution. Each solution can contain up to 4
systems, so a big quantity of information can be easily understood and visually compared.
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Figure 30 – Graph of the breakdown of the overall cost of each solutions

•

Environmental indicators: primary energy use, greenhouse gas emissions, and renewable
energy production. Pictograms help users to determine the best solution.

Figure 31 - Graph of environmental indicators
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3.3.4. Challenging the building professionals’ habits

The possibility for end users to easily have access to energy data and calculations puts them in a
position where they can discuss with energy professionals (craftmen, architects, consultants). So
users are not fully dependants of their propositions and calculations. To facilitate those interactions,
the four pages PDF report also includes a reminder with all the technical and economic hypothesis
that were used in the simulation.
The report is made with the same infographic chart as the web tool, so the involvment of Grenoble
Metropolis in the obtained results allows end users to be in a more legitimate position to discuss
energy choices and possibly negotiate with private parties.
Figure 32 - Extract of Thermix report showing hypothesis for the main heating system of four solutions

3.3.5. Towards decision making based on personalised data

In the future, by linking the web tool with the smart metering Metro Energies (for consumers who
allowed their data to be gathered), the calculation could be made using the actual end users energy
consumption.
At this time, energy consumptions can be evaluated by end users in different ways : energy bills or
assumptions based on their building surface and date of construction. This uncertainty is moderated
by the fact that the tool’s results are more relevant when used for comparisons than for accurate
calculation of costs in the future.
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CHAPTER 4 – Communication

ALEC has produced many communication materials, in particular to announce its events for tenants
of social housing, houses owners or co-owners.

4.1.

COMMUNICATION TOWARD SOCIAL HOUSING INHABITANTS

Each event organized by ALEC or by the landlord for the inhabitants of social housing was advertised
by posters placed in the entrance halls, and by an invitation slipped into the mailboxes and
sometimes sent by e-mail.
Focus Group posters and flyers were also placed in the neighbourhoods’s Maison des habitants
(MDH) and a brief advertisement for the event was included in the MDH newsletters.
Figure 33 - Advertisement for a Focus Group and practical workshop in MDH newsletter

ALEC and the city of Grenoble also took advantage of events organized by the MDHs to distribute
flyers announcing the Focus Groups.
Despite close communication with the inhabitants, it was difficult to mobilise the residents of social
housing (cf deliverable 8.7). City-zen experience showed us that it is more effective to meet these
residents directly in their building, which does not require prior communication, except for the
announcement of our arrival by the landlord.

4.2.

COMMUNICATION TOWARD PRIVATE OWNERS

4.2.1. Co-ownerships

® Invitations
Meetings organized by ALEC for co-ownerships were communicated by the building manager, who
invited each co-owner by official letter, based on an invitation provided by ALEC.
The meeting was also sometimes announced by a poster provided to the condominium council by
ALEC.
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Figure 34 - Poster announcing a meeting in a condominium

As these events are organised within the framework of the Mur|Mur 2 programme, for the benefit of
co-owners, they generally do not require much communication : people who are interested in the
project or strongly opposed, are present.
® Press
The Mur|Mur 2 programme for condominiums was, from time to time, the subject of a press article,
either on the programme as a whole and its integration into the climate plan of the metropolis, or on
specific operations in the municipalities.
4.2.2. Individual houses

® Communication about events
• Information meetings in cities
The communication about the information meetings on Mur|Mur 2 in the cities was targeted at a
district level: flyers created by ALEC and the Metro were distributed in mailboxes and posters were
placed in the neighbourhood's shops. The event was also advertised in the municipal newspaper as
well as on the city's and Metro's websites.
Same communication for Morning Renovation Advice.
Figure 35 - Flyer about a "Morning Renovation Advice", in february 2019.
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• Animations in companies
Posters made by ALEC were displayed in the companies’ premises to announce the event.
Some internal newspapers announced the Mur|Mur 2 presentation before or mentioned the event
after.
Figure 36 - Article on a conference to present Mur|Mur2 in the CEA's internal journal

• Site visites
To inform people that a site visit will be organized by ALEC, an invitation is sent by email to contacts
who already came in ALEC for energy information or for Mur|Mur informations.
The description of the event is also posted on the ALEC website and advertised on social networks,
and on Metro Energies.
® Press
Numerous articles were published in municipal newspapers, as well as in the local papers, about the
Mur|Mur2 program for individual houses.
In particular, local press made some articles about site visits, describing the content of the meeting.
Mur|Mur 2 presentations in cities were generally announced by the municipal press before the
event, then reported in the local newspaper (Echirolles, Saint-Egrève), even when the mobilization
was low (Gières).

4.3.

DIGITAL COMMUNICATION TO GENERAL PUBLIC

4.3.1. Social networks

Regarding social networks, ALEC uses Facebook and LinkedIn to relay site visits of home renovation
projects included in the Mur|Mur2 program. Videos produced by ALEC, particularly on the
Mur|Mur2 program toward individual houses and co-ownerships, are also broadcast on Twitter.
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4.3.2. Newsletter

A newsletter named PIE (Info Energy Publication) is sent to 15 600 people each month. These people
contacted the Energy Information Service in the last three years and agreed to receive this
newsletter.
The objective of this newletter is to to provide information on energy-related news : news (financial
support, wood heating, loan of an Air kit…), video of the month, the figure of the month, agenda,
news about environment from other organisations.
4.3.3. Monitored schools

The Positive Energy School Challenge has its own Youtube channel on which the produced videos as
part of the challenge are posted.
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCd93oScAtfCTxDZmQmUWqgA
To explain the monitoring of schools, a video was specifically shot and published on the channel of
Grenoble, The City of Tomorrow, the city department involved in the City-zen project.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d9cK4AM45oY
4.3.4. City-zen communication

Communication elements were produced as part of City-zen, including:
- A video explaining the challenges of Work package 8, Task 5: supporting residents in the energy
transition : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O_zJj4kmGAk
- Articles for the City-zen newsletter
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CHAPTER 5 – Conclusion

5.1.

MAIN CONCLUSIONS

5.1.1. Empowering social housing residents

The project to involve social housing tenants in City-zen has shown us that these residents appreciate
being heard. Indeed, consultation is generally insufficient in social housing, particularly during
construction periods, despite the resources devoted by landlords to relations with tenants.
During meetings at the entrance of the building or during inaugurations, they willingly expressed
their expectations, their fears, their satisfactions. But also their disappointments, their
misunderstandings and sometimes their anger, about topics sometimes far from renovation or
energy. It was necessary to let them talk about their complaints before trying to sensitize them to
energy savings.
However, it was very difficult to mobilize them when they were asked to come to a workshop. Only a
few people bothered to come, and often the same ones as the events unfolded.
In the City-zen project, one operation has created particular difficulties: the Mistral towers, which
cannot be considered as a classic district. The Mistral district is indeed one of the most
disadvantaged in Grenoble, plagued by drug trafficking. The inhabitants suffer from high delinquency
and serious incivilities, which have also weighed on the refurbishment site and quickly deteriorated
the renovations.
The inhabitants are generally satisfied with the work but regret to see the improvements quickly
deteriorated: broken doors, ripped floor covering...
The City-zen project also showed how much the involvement of residents depends on the
involvement of social landlords. Some were way more involved in the project than others. We also
noted the interest for the intervention of a third party, outside the renovation project, in order to
facilitate exchanges.
5.1.2. Empowering condominium and houses owners

® Co-ownerships
The discussion times during participative workshops were very interesting for all actors : co-owners,
building managers, architects, ALEC… Inhabitants appreciated having a quality exchange time in a
format different from the usual general assemblies and information meetings. No decision is taken at
the end of these meetings so they can discuss about all topics they want without stress. Participants
were satisfied with the form and content of these workshops.
Moreover, these workshops provided to coowners answers to questions and fears in order to
remove obstacles to future decisions. They created a sense of belonging by collectively developing a
project.
However, it is difficult to add a mobilization time : many co-ownerships refused the proposal of a
participatory workshop. That is why it is important to think about enhancing participation
throughout the process, without adding a specific meeting.
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® Individual homeowners
It is difficult to evaluate the impact of the mobilization events on individual homeowners: their
project needs to mature and a lot of time can pass between a first contact and the beginning of a real
project. But the inhabitants are asking for information and it is essential that the existence of the
Mur|Mur 2 programme infuses the population. Even if they do not launch themselves, the owners
know the programme, talk about it and know where to ask more information when they need it. The
organization of regular events and communication are, therefore, crucial in mobilizing these
inhabitants.
The most effective method of mobilization is the organization of events in very large companies,
because even if a small proportion of employees come, it can reach many people. Furthermore,
employees of these companies belong to a higher social class, which is the most active audience for
the renovation of individual houses. However, it is essential for the success of these events that the
company is strongly committed to communication. The conference format attracts more people in
less time than stands.
Site visits are highly appreciated and allow participants to gain a significant amount of knowledge,
but reach fewer people.
5.1.3. Empowering by Metro Energies

Mobilization around Metro Energies was difficult, probably due to the lack of awareness of the site
and the lack of communication from Metro.
Moreover, the delay in the project prevented us from carrying out animation experiments as
successful as we had hoped.
(cf deliverable 6.14 for more conclusions about Metro Energies)

5.2.

SOCIAL LESSONS LEARNED

One of the main lessons learned from this project is the difficulty of mobilizing social housing
residents for specific events. It is far more efficient to go where they are : at the bottom of the
building or during an event in the neighborhood.
Also, it is important to adapt the speech to the population, their language and their understanding
level. Concerns of residents of difficult neighbourhoods are not necessarily the same as those of
owners or inhabitants of a privileged district. Environment is not their priority : they have strong
financial constraints and security problems.
For all kinds of inhabitants, residents of social housing or owners, the involvment of partners is
essential to carry out participation actions: social landlords, building managers, companies,
municipalities... Indeed, these actors are often in direct contact with the inhabitants and can have a
strong impact on the level of mobilization.
In all cases, it is necessary to instill participation throughout the renovation process, whether it is a
social housing building or a condominium. The more the inhabitants feel involved in the process, the
more they will participate in its success.
To mobilize individual homeowners, it is essential to offer value-added events with a high level of
knowledge transfer (site visits, conferences), rather than just information stands.
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5.3.

ADVICE FOR REPLICATION

Some simple tips can be retained for the replication of a project that promotes the empowerment of
the inhabitants :
• it is necessary to keep a high degree of flexibility in the types of animations offered in order
to adapt to the context and to the public,
• some difficult neighbourhoods do not encourage residents to get involved in renovation
projects or to change their behaviour towards more energy sobriety,
• it is important to check the motivation of the respective partners before the start of the
project : co-owners council, building manager, teachers, social landlord, company…
• it is necessary, for each empowerment or mobilization project, to weigh the cost and
investment of time against the "benefit" in terms of the people reached and/or the message
of energy sobriety transmitted,
• the intervention of an external intervener, independent from the actors of the renovation
(landlord, professionals, syndic) – here the ALEC within the framework of City-zen – allows
the inhabitants to express themselves frankly,
• the mobilization of homeowners is strongly linked to seasonality : it is difficult to
communicate on heating or insulation in good and warm weather,
• communication on the various projects is more effective if it is organised sufficiently in
advance and in direct contact with the inhabitants when possible,
• the functionalities of a website for empowering residents on the theme of energy must be
thought out to be easy to use and provide real added value in terms of knowledge to users. It
is important to find a good balance between data accuracy and ease of use, to produce a
relevant information but minimize the number of users giving up before the end of a
simulation. An important work has also to be realised on the user interface so that it can
display complex data in a very simple and understandable way,
• an online tool cannot be released on the internet without support. It needs to be backed by a
service with people able to explain it and answer the users' questions. The tool can not
replace personalised energy advise provided physically or on the phone by professionals.
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